G45 Album Kit

2022 Vol. 5: Couture

Couture – Fashion Folio Album

Designed by ~ Maria Cole
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 pk Couture 12 x 12 Deluxe Collector's Edition
(4502388)
1 ea G45 Trifold Waterfall Folio Album—Black
(4502383)
1 pk Paper Accents Glitter Cardstock—Gold
(ADP8511-5.G16)

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tools, bone folder,
pen, 1” circle punch, various adhesives, 3D foam adhesive
optional: black ink & blending tool

Notes:
— Couture Fashion Folio Album —

• All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
• When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!

Directions:
1. Take a sheet of gold
cardstock and cut one
71 ⁄8” x 7¼”, one 1½” x
7¼”, and one 7 ⁄8” x 7¼”.
Find a second sheet
and cut one 71 ⁄8” x ¼”.

3. Find one sheet of
Gorgeous and trim a
12” x 5” piece off the
top of the page; save for
step 9. With remaining
paper, cut one 67 ⁄8” x 7”
piece and fussy cut one
red flower.

2. Using the leftover glitter
paper from sheet two, flip
paper over to its b-side. Locate
the chipboard in the photo
and place on top. Trace a 1 ⁄8”
border around the shapes.

4. Locate your second
sheet of Gorgeous and
trim a 12” x 5” piece
off the top of the page;
save for step 10. With
remaining paper, cut one
67 ⁄8” x 7” and one ¾” x 7”.
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5. Place
trifold album
face-down.
Center and
adhere two
71 ⁄8” x 7¼”
and one
7
⁄8” x 7¼”
gold glitter
cardstock to
the album. Then center and adhere Gorgeous papers.

10. Use a ruler and pen to draw
a line connecting both dots.
Cut paper along line. Find 12”
x 5” Gorgeous paper from step
4; trim off a 5 ⁄8” x 7” piece. Save
remaining piece for step 30.

11. Locate Accessorize
and trim off a 5½” x 12”
piece; save for step 18.
With remaining paper, flip
it over to its b-side and cut
one 6½” x 7”.

6. Take Couture and fussy
cut the giant red roses.
Find Elegant (b-side)
and remove the 4” x 6”
“Gorgeous” cut apart.

7. Locate chipboard
pieces in the photo.
Cut out the glitter
cardstock that you
traced in step 2; adhere
cardstock pieces on top
of the glitter side.

12. Find leftover
Elegant paper and
cut out 4” x 6”
“Couture” with red
border. Cut out tag
sticker, keeping the
backing attached.
Cut out one green
ticket from leftover
Beautiful. Cut one
4¾” x ½” piece from leftover gold cardstock.

8. Front cover:
Arrange one
1½” x 7¼” glitter
cardstock,
chipboard pieces,
and fussy cut
roses. Adhere.

9. Find 12” x 5” Gorgeous
piece from step 3. Trim off a
4¾” x 6¾” piece. Take a pen
and make a mark on the top
of the paper, 11 ⁄8” from the
left. Then, make a mark on
the right side of the paper,
11 ⁄8” from the bottom.
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13. Inside left cover:
Adhere Accessorize
(b-side) inside
the main pocket.
Adhere Gorgeous
paper, leaving part
of the diagonal edge
unglued to form an
additional pocket.
Insert “Couture” cut
apart, tag sticker,
and ticket. Attach
“You are lovely”
sticker. Adhere
gold cardstock and
Gorgeous paper.
14. Locate a third
piece of gold
cardstock and cut
one 1¼” x 7½”.
Find leftover
Elegant paper and
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remove 4” x 6” “Couture” with green border. Take
leftover Beautiful paper and cut out the large lady
image, leaving about a 1 ⁄8” black border all around.
The image should be 7½” tall.
15. Inside right
cover: Adhere
cardstock. Trim “Ooh
la la” border to 7½”
and attach. Adhere
just the top, left, and
bottom sides of the
lady image. Insert
Elegant cut apart
and attach “Simply
stunning” and two
floral stickers.

in half horizontally so you have a 5” x 6” flap. Find
Fabulous and cut one 45 ⁄8” x 55 ⁄8” piece; adhere over
Fashion paper. Attach “Classy” sticker.
20. Pocket page: Adhere gold cardstock
about 1 ⁄8” from the
bottom of the page,
then adhere Stunning (b-side) and
Accessorize papers.
Repeat this for the
back of the pocket.
Insert Fashion pullout into the pocket.
21. Find Chic and cut one 6” x
12” piece from the left of the
page. Trim this into three 6” x
4” pieces.

16. Find your third
sheet of gold cardstock. Cut one 67 ⁄8” x 6
¼” piece. Take a fourth
sheet of gold cardstock
and cut another
67 ⁄8” x 6¼” piece.

17. Take Stunning
(b-side) and cut one
65 ⁄8” x 12” piece. Cut
this piece in half
horizontally so that
you have two 65 ⁄8” x
6” pieces.

22. Horizontal waterfall: Take
leftover gold cardstock and cut
one 1” x 3¾” piece. Adhere it over
the magnetic flap, then attach
blue square sticker. Center and
adhere Chic papers on the first,
third, and fifth pages.

18. Locate Accessorize paper
from step 11. Cut this into
two 5½” x 4¾” pieces.

19. Take Fashion and cut
one 5” x 12” piece. Fold
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23. With leftover Fabulous
paper from step 19. Cut
three 2½” x 3¾” pieces. Find
leftover Beautiful paper and
cut out three lady images,
leaving about a 1 ⁄8” black
border around each. Arrange
papers per photo and attach
stickers to Fabulous papers.
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24. On the second
waterfall page, make a
mark 3¾” from the left of
the page, at the top and
bottom. Draw a line. Cut
along the line; repeat for
the sixth page.

28. Vertical waterfall:
Center and adhere just the
top, right, and bottom
sides of the Elegant cut
a-parts on the first, third,
and fifth pages. Insert
tickets into pockets. Take
leftover gold cardstock
and cut one 3¾” x 1” piece.
Adhere over the flap;
attach blue square sticker.
29. Take
Classy
(b-side)
and cut
three 4” x
6” pieces.
(Make
sure the
stamp
design on the back is upside down.) Score ½” horizontally from the top on all three. Attach stickers.

25. Adhere Fabulous and
Beautiful papers onto the
second page, ensuring
each paper fits within
the cut area. Repeat
this for the sixth page.
Attach “Couture” sticker
underneath page one.

26. On the fourth page,
make a mark 2¾” from
the left of the page, at
the top and bottom. Draw
a line and cut; adhere
remaining Fabulous and
Beautiful papers.

27. Find
remaining
three 6” x 4”
Elegant cut
a-parts. Take a
1” circle punch
and punch a
semi-circle on
the middle of
the left side
of each paper.
Cut out remaining two tickets from Beautiful.

30. Adhere
just the
½” scored
sections
of Classy
(b-side)
papers to
pages two,
four, and
six. Attach
large blue
circle sticker behind page one. Take leftover Gorgeous
paper and cut one 7 ⁄8” x 7” and adhere to spine.
31. Close album; attach
“Lovely” sticker to the
middle of the right spine.

Album Complete!
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